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Aims of the session

● To show you how you can support your child’s maths 

through everyday life, games and activities

● To support you to help your child calculate

● To answer any questions you may have about maths 
teaching in HNPS.



What are the aims of maths education ? 

Fluency: recalling and applying number facts. This means 
teaching the concept, not just rote learning.

Reasoning: the ability to making  generalisations, 
justifying or proving a theory using mathematical 
language.

Problem solving: applying  maths knowledge to 
problems, where necessary by breaking down problems 
into smaller steps.



How do I know what my child is learning?

Curriculum Overviews

Access year 5 curriculum plus  tips for helping your child at home  
here

Access year 6 curriculum plus tips for helping your child at home 
here

https://hackneynewprimaryschool.org/curriculum/
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/at-school/year-5-at-primary-school/maths-curriculum-year-5-age-9-10/
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/at-school/year-6-at-primary-school/maths-curriculum-year-6-age-10-11/


Resources we use in our classrooms



Know and practice your child’s Key Instant 
Recall Facts ( KIRF) daily

● Learning these number facts aids application of  more 

complex mathematical operations.

● The home learning menu will contain an activity related 

to your child’s KIRF for that half term, alongside ideas 

for how to help your child practise this at home.



Year 5 and 6 KIRFs



Maths vocabulary
Number bonds: pairs of numbers which add or are subtracted to make a given 
number( usually multiples of 10). Children should know all number bonds to 1000 and 
decimal numbers to 1 and 10 by the end of year 5 e.g 330+670=1000 and 10-2.3=7.7

Factor: pairs of numbers which multiply together to make a given number ( the 
product). 

Prime Number: a number which has only two factors, 1 and itself. 7 is a prime number 
because it is only divisible by 1 and 7

Composite number: numbers with more than two factors  15 is a composite number 
because it has 4 factors, 1, 3, 5 and 15.

Metric conversions:  common conversions of measurements in the metric system  e.g 
knowing that 1km is 1000 m



Times Table Rockstars

Encourage your child to practice  in garage mode for 10-15 minutes 3 times a week. 
Your teacher can set the times tables they are practising, or, it can be set to 

automated training mode which uses an algorithm to determine which times tables 

your child should practice



Calculating concrete→pictorial→ abstract
● In years 5 and 6 children consolidate their understanding 

of written methods of addition and subtraction. They 
calculations involving 5 and 6 digit numbers as well as 
decimals.

Addition in year 5 Addition in year 6



Subtraction
Subtraction in year 5

Subtraction in year 6
35.3-24.17=



Multiplication
Short multiplication with 5 and 6 
digit numbers  

Long multiplication (multiplying 
by 2 digit numbers)



Division
Short division, ( dividing by one digit) and long division ( dividing by 2 

digits) are introduced in years 5 and 6



Simplifying, adding and subtracting fractions
In year 5  and 6 children develop their understanding of fractions. This 

includes simplifying, adding and subtracting  fractions with different 
denominators. 



Multiplying Fractions

Multiplying whole 
numbers by 
fractions

Multiplying 
fractions by 
fractions

Multiplying mixed 
numbers by 
fractions



Dividing Fractions

Drawing diagrams

Using an equivalent fraction

Abstractly
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